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✗ Disarm of immobiliser.
✗ Turn on the ignition.
✗ Apply transponder to antenna in time 10 sec, to one 2 sec buzzer's signal ,remove the transponder 

from the antenna and during 5 sec to turn off ignition.
✗ Immobiliser is introduced in service mode

Signalling of engaged service mode:
✗ Every ignition's turning on/turning off  is  signalled 2 sec buzzer's signal.

Disconnection of service mode (course of action):
✗ Conduct as for “Turning on the service mode”.

Programmable functions

Entry to programming functions of immobiliser

Course of action:
✗ Turn on immobilizer's service mode.
✗ Turn off the ignition.
✗ Apply  transponder  to  antenna in time 10 sec,  to  long about  5 sec buzzer's  signal,  afterwards 

remove transponder from antenna
✗ Buzzer will start signalling of programmable function's number by short signals with short distance 

among them.
Change of function's arrangement made is by application transponder to  antenna after required 
function's number  (quantities of buzzer's signals) on about 2 sec with the confirmation by 5 sec 
buzzer's signal.

Function's 
number: Function's name Function's arrangement

1 Auto arming after 2 min(standard)

2 Auto disarming after 30 sec

3 Blockade's response immediate (standard)

4 Blockade's response Behind schedule 5 sec

5 Transponders' installation Possibility of  max 4 transponders' installation

✗ After  programming of   chosen function counting off  of  function's  number  is  begun from F1 (1 
function).

✗ Exit from programming mode follows automatically if after signalling of last function during 5 sec 
will  not  applied  transponder  to  antenna.  The  confirmation  of  programmable  functions' 
abandonment is confirmed long 5 sec buzzer's signal

✗ Turn off immobiliser's service mode

Description of programmable function:

F1. - Auto arming of  immobiliser will succeed to 2 min after disconnection of ignition.
F2. - Auto arming of immobiliser will succeed to 30 sec after turning off ignition.
F3. -  If ignition will be engaged when immobiliser is armed then separation of blockade's circuits will be 

immediate.
F4. - If ignition will be engaged when immobiliser is armed then separation of blockade's circuits   will be 

delayed about 5 sec.
F5. - Transponders should be installed by single approaching to the antenna at intervals about 4 sec on the 

transponder. To the memory can be installed max 4 transponders. If during 5 sek immobilizer will read 
none transponder then will  leave coding mode automatically. All transponders on which has to react 
immobiliser should be installed.
This mode of transponder's installation does not cause the change of programmable functions.

The productive transponders' programming.

Line-up of power supply on compact point PRG to  GROUND, entry into service 
mode  of  transponders'  installation,  is  confirmed  by  1  short  buzzer's  signal. 
Installation consists  in the following adhibition transponders  to  the antenna with 
confirmation by 1 short buzzer's signal. After filling of 4 memory cells installation 
mode is left automatically with the signalization by long 5 sec buzzer's signal.

This  mode  of  transponders'  installation  causes  changes  of  programmable 
functions on settings “Standard”.
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Scheme of immobiliser's installation
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